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About This Game

Looking out on Pleasantville one afternoon, Lord Cthulhu realized he was very lonely. He decides to send a single Tentacute to
go make new friends with these "Bonies." After enough friends have been made, the portal to R'lyeh opens &each friend will be
sacrificed. In a style that is a cross between "Hotline Miami" and "Pikmin", convert your friends into fellow cute cephalopods!

The problem? All of your newly converted friends are frickin' morons that mimic your every move! Luckily with strategic
planning you can manipulate them against the environment to get back to the portal home to keep Lord Cthulhu company.

PC Controls:
• WASD/↑↓→← - Move Swarm

• Space - Clump
• Mouse - Menu Navigation (not required)

Xbox Controls:
• Left Stick - Move Swarm

• Right Stick - Rotate Swarm
• A - Clump/Enter

• Start - Pause/Menu Open/Menu Close

• Control Swarm - Control your swarm in a QWOP manner.
• Feed - Convert friendly neighbors into one of the swarm.

• Form - Squish and squash your swarm into different shapes and sizes.
• Clump - Bring all your friends close together!
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• Explore - What's that over there?
• Sacrifice - Send your new friends home to Lord Cthulhu through the sacrificial alter.
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Title: Tentacult!
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Salty Sloth Studios L.L.C.
Publisher:
Salty Sloth Studios L.L.C.
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Most modern x86 CPUs supported

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 800 MB available space

Additional Notes: Xbox 360 & Xbox One Controller Support

English
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It's good but the comics are a little short..
. Within 15 minutes I was already battling Satan himself. Do I need to say more?. I haven't finished it yet but I'm loving the retro
style and writing. Many 'Easter Egg' references to other real life films (freddy kruger, friday the 13th, breakfast club, dirty
dancing) are the only ones ive found so far. I also like the selective voice acting, running around a corner and stepping on a
branch and hearing "C'MERE KID" or "I SEE YOU NOW." and you're being rushed by a bear mascot and a knife can give you
a spook. Ceress and Orea is a wonderful little game that deserves alot more attention than it receives.

Ceress and Orea's most striking feature is perhaps the visuals of the game. The game aims for a retro 16-bit appearance, but at
the same time it adds a distinct, vector-like appearance to it. The graphics are very similar to Rakuen, they're very bright and
vibrant when the game needs them, and morose and dull when the game needs to project an atmosphere of dread. And I think
that atmosphere is something that the game hinges on for it's success, it plays on the emotions of the player - hope, sadness, fear,
relief - and I think that is the reason why I found the visuals so appealing.

The soundtrack is also phenomenal. It is every bit as atmospheric as the graphics, and it really helps to tie the emotions of the
player into the story. I don't really have anything else to say, I really wasn't expecting this game to have a soundtrack as good as
it has. It is definitely good enough to warrant a commercial release.

I'll admit, the puzzles that the game gives you aren't particularly challenging, although I don't think that harder challenges would
fit the game. The game is alot more 'soothing' than most RPGs, there's no combat system, all you really do is explore the
gameworld completing small puzzles and chipping away at the story. This is a theme that runs concurrent to other RPGs like To
The Moon, Rakuen, etc; there is no real challenge as frustration would ruin the relaxing way that the game tells the story. I could
see why other people might not like this style of gameplay though.

Unfortunately given the current political climate, whenever I see a piece of media that advertises that the game stars an LGBT
main character, I get a bit skeptical - that isn't to say that we shouldn't have LGBT characters in games, it's just that alot of
games try to make that their selling point for an otherwise mediocre experience, then decry critics using accusations of 'bigotry'
as ammunition. Equally, it means that genuinely good games are marred by this, and people brush over them, or, play them and
have a pre-decided vitriole for them. It's a real shame honestly. However, I think that this game should be a model for those:
The game didn't feel overt or forced in terms of how it portrayed the sexuality of its characters; it just felt normal, and I found
that quite refreshing. My thoughts are also the same for the inclusion of a female protagonist.

My only real complaint is that the game is too short, I wanted to keep on playing! I also thought that the ending sequences of the
game were a bit lacking, but honestly the game exceeded my expectations greatly.. No more Updates GG game.. Hardware:
Windows 10 with nVidia GTX 1070. Stable, no issues.
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Bought it because: I like "Choose your own Adventure" style games.

Starts in Russian; you can change to English in the lower left of the main screen. I also suggest muting the game, as it has rather
loud, obnoxious rock music that doesn't lend itself to a medieval theme.

I have to give this one a thumbs-down. The illustrations are nice, but the writing is weak and anachronistic, a falal flaw in a
"Choose your own Adventure" game. I quit when I got to the Blacksmith, and he told me  he's run out of uranium and therefore
can't build the "gazillions of warheads" he's been commissioned to make. That sort of thematic inconsistency (medieval +
nuclear weapons) and modern jargon ("gazillions") makes it impossible for me to enjoy the story.

There's no reason for it to be done this way. You could take the same illustrations and make a Choose your own Adventure
worthy of a Game of Thrones episode.

I suggest a professional rewrite, by a native English speaker.. I’ve seen porn parodies better than this.. If you screw up towards
the end there is no spawn point.. king of blows for this reason.. honstly I dont care about any one but PBG but just giveing me
the option is a perfet 12\/10
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this game make you frustrated. Avoid this one.

You will not get trained in Kanji, hiragana or katakana from this. At least not in any traditional sense. You are presented with a
bunch of tiles showing a character with the name or meaning above and you have to click on the right tile to move on. If you
don't know, you just keep clicking. This is where the "training" could happen in that it BRIEFLY tells you what the one you
clicked on is, but if you can memorize things that quickly, you're better off picking up an actual Japanese language book from
the bookstore.

There is less game to it than a visual novel. And it's certainly less interesting as well. If you already know Japanese and want a
little bit of practice you might consider this when it's on the cheap, but then you probably already have practice materials.

As others have said -- this is seriously misrepresented.. Definetly a lot of fun but there is a big learning curve. Get used to
screwing your swing up and being blasted by a drone.
if anyone wants to see a vdeo review and some gameplay head here https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=QubeD8KK3Nw.
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. Build yourself a harem, and beat the darklord at level 1.
Awesome.. The combat isn't very good or thrilling, I was interested in making sick trecks through caves a la Affordable Space
Adventures but with more of a precision technical element than anything else. I suppose that disappointment falls upon me but
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regardless I still feel it.
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